FOLDING METHOD FOR WOMEN - QUARTER FOLD - TANK TOP

- Folding size: not fixed & subject to garment length and width after folded
- 1 sheet "NON" logo tissue paper (12x12)
- One piece of garment per individual polybag (with ventilation holes)
- Envelope style polybag - No tape

* Remark: Polybag quality and thickness, please refer to trims placement directive

**FOR REGULAR TANK TOP**
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Size sticker (when applicable): to be placed 1-1/2" from btm & 1-1/2" from right side of folded gmt
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Size sticker (when applicable): to be placed 1-1/2" from btm & 1-1/2" from right side of folded gmt

* Fold straps forward to back of garment
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- 1 sheet “NON” logo tissue paper
- No pins or clips
- Polybag must fit the finished fold size
- One piece of garment per individual polybag (with ventilation holes)
- Adhesive tape should be clear adhesive tape - non-yellowing
- Zipper to be zipped up when applicable

*Remark: Polybag quality and thickness, please refer to trims placement directive
- 1 sheet “NON” logo tissue paper
- No pins or clips
- Polybag must fit the finished fold size
- One piece of garment per individual polybag (with ventilation holes)
- Adhesive tape should be clear adhesive tape - non-yellowing
- Zipped to be zipped up when applicable
- When applicable - assure garment is center of package and embroidery is shown on face of folded shirt

* Remark: Polybag quality and thickness, please refer to trims placement directive

![Diagram of the folding method for women - deadman fold - L/S top](image)
FOLDING METHOD FOR WOMEN - DEADMAN FOLD - S/L TOP

- 1 sheet “NON” logo tissue paper
- No pins or clips
- Polybag must fit the finished fold size
- One piece of garment per individual polybag (with ventilation holes)
- Adhesive tape should be clear adhesive tape - non-yellowing

* Remark: Polybag quality and thickness, please refer to trims placement directive

![Diagram of folding method]

(1) 1 sheet tissue paper
(2) Fold line
(3) (Front View)
(4) (Back View)

Polybag sealed with two clear adhesive tapes - non-yellowing

(Back View)
- 1 sheet “NON” logo tissue paper
- No pins or clips
- Polybag must fit the finished fold size
- One piece of garment per individual polybag (with ventilation holes)
- Adhesive tape should be clear adhesive tape - non-yellowing
- Zipper to be zipped up when applicable

* Remark: Polybag quality and thickness, please refer to trims placement directive
FOLDING METHOD FOR WOMEN - DEADMAN FOLD - CONV. ROLL UP SLEEVE (LEFT SLV ROLLED)

- 1 sheet “NON” logo tissue paper
- No pins or clips
- Polybag must fit the finished fold size
- Left sleeve only rolled to the tab & right sleeve should be left unrolled for our shirts
- One piece of garment per individual polybag (with ventilation holes)
- Adhesive tape should be clear adhesive tape - non-yellowing
- When applicable - assure garment is center of package and embroidery is shown on face of folded shirt

* Remark: Polybag quality and thickness, please refer to trims placement directive
- Right sleeve only rolled to the tab & left sleeve should be unrolled for our dress
- 1 sheet of non logo tissue paper
- No pins or clips
- Polybag must fit the finished fold size
- One pcs of garment per individual polybag (with ventilation holes)
- Adhesive tape should be clear - non-yellowing when applicable - assure garment is center of package and embroidery is shown on face of folded dress

* Remark: Shipped with the belt tied in a bow
** Remark: Polybag quality and thickness, please refer to trims placement directive

Roll up sleeve (4X) with sleeve tab

The method of fastening the belt for packing

polybag
FOLDING METHOD FOR WOMEN - DEADMAN FOLD - LONG DRESS WITH CONV.

- 1 sheet “NON” logo tissue paper
- No pins or clips
- Polybag must fit the finished fold size
- One piece of garment per individual polybag (with ventilation holes)
- Adhesive tape should be clear adhesive tape - non-yellowing
- When applicable - assure garment is center of package and embroidery is shown on face of folded dress

* Remark: Polybag quality and thickness, please refer to trims placement directive
** Remark: Shipped with the belt tied in a bow (when applicable)
- 1 sheet “NON” logo tissue paper
- No pins or clips
- Polybag must fit the finished fold size
- One piece of garment per individual polybag (with ventilation holes)
- Adhesive tape should be clear adhesive tape - non-yellowing
- Zipped to be zipped up when applicable
- When applicable - assure garment is center of package and embroidery is shown on face of folded shirt

* Remark: Polybag quality and thickness, please refer to trims placement directive
FOLDING METHOD FOR WOMEN - TABLE FOLD - L/S TOP - SLEEVE OUT

- Folding size: Knit_ 9.5” X 14”
  Sweater_ 9.5” X fold in half
- 1 sheet “NON” logo tissue paper
- No pins or clips
- One piece of garment per individual polybag (with ventilation holes)
- Envelope style polybag - No tape

* NOTE: When applicable - assure garment is center of package and embroidery
  is shown on face folded shirt
  - Zipper to be zipped up

* Remark: Polybag quality and thickness, please refer to trims placement directive

(1) Fold line
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FOLDING METHOD FOR WOMEN - TABLE FOLD - L/S TOP

- Folding size: Knit_ 9.5” X 14”
  Sweater_ 9.5” X fold in half
- 1 sheet “NON” logo tissue paper
- No pins or clips
- One piece of garment per individual polybag (with ventilation holes)
- Envelope style polybag - No tape

* NOTE: When applicable - assure garment is center of package and embroidery
  is shown on face folded shirt
  - Zipper to be zipped up

* Remark: Polybag quality and thickness, please refer to trims placement directive

(1) Fold line
    Fold line

(2) 1 sheet tissue paper

(3) (Front view)

(4) Fold line
    (Back view)
- Folding size: Knit_ 9.5” X 14”
  Sweater_ 9.5” X fold in half
- 1 sheet “NON” logo tissue paper
- No pins or clips
- One piece of garment per individual polybag (with ventilation holes)
- Envelope style polybag - No tape

* NOTE: When applicable - assure garment is center of package and embroidery is shown on face folded shirt
  - Zipper to be zipped up

* Remark: Polybag quality and thickness, please refer to trims placement directive
- Folding size: Knit_ 9.5” X 14”
  Sweater_ 9.5” X fold in half
- 1 sheet “NON” logo tissue paper
- No pins or clips
- One piece of garment per individual polybag (with ventilation holes)
- Envelope style polybag - No tape

* NOTE: When applicable - assure garment is center of package and embroidery
  is shown on face folded shirt
- Zipper to be zipped up

* Remark: Polybag quality and thickness, please refer to trims placement directive

(1) Fold line Fold line

(2) 1 sheet tissue paper

(3) (Front view)

(4) (B:)

Old# TF-009
- Fold size: 14” (L) x 11” (W)
- 1 sheet "NON" logo tissue paper
- No pins or clips
- One piece of garment per individual polybag (with ventilation holes)
- Envelope style polybag - No tape
- When applicable - assure garment is center of package and embroidery is shown on face of folded shirt

* Remark: Polybag quality and thickness, please refer to trims placement directive
FOLDING METHOD - S/L DRESS / JUMPER

- 1 sheet “NON” logo tissue paper
- No pins or clips
- Polybag must fit the finished fold size
- One piece of garment per individual polybag (with ventilation holes)
- Adhesive tape should be clear adhesive tape - non-yellowing

* Remark: Polybag quality and thickness, please refer to trims placement directive
- Polybag must fit the finished fold size
- One piece of garment per individual polybag (with ventilation holes)
- Adhesive tape should be clear - non-yellowing
- Zipper to be zipped up when applicable

*Remark: Polybag quality and thickness, please refer to trims placement directive

(Front view)

(Front view)

(Front view)

(Back view)

Polybag sealed with two clear adhesive tapes - non-yellowing
FOLDING METHOD FOR WOMEN - HALF FOLD - SHORT

- 1 Sheet “NON” logo tissue paper
- Polybag must fit the finished fold size
- One piece of garment per individual polybag (with ventilation holes)
- Adhesive tape should be clear - non-yellowing
- Top button closed, zipper zipped up

* Remark: Polybag quality and thickness, please refer to trims placement directive

* Tissue paper must not be visible on packing

1 sheet tissue paper

Fold line

(Right side)

(Left side)

Polybag
- 1 sheet “NON” logo tissue paper
- No pins or clips
- Polybag must fit the finished fold size
- One piece of garment per individual polybag (with ventilation holes)
- Adhesive tape should be clear adhesive tape - non-yellowing

* Remark: Polybag quality and thickness, please refer to trims placement directive

(1) [Illustration of fold line on back view]

(2) [Illustration of fold line on front view]

(3) [Illustration of polybag sealed with two clear adhesive tapes - non-yellowing]

(4) [Illustration of polybag sealed with two clear adhesive tapes - non-yellowing]
- 1 sheet “NON” logo tissue paper
- No pins or clips
- Polybag must fit the finished fold size
- One piece of garment per individual polybag (with ventilation holes)
- Adhesive tape should be clear adhesive tape - non-yellowing
- Zipper to be zipped up when applicable

* Remark: Polybag quality and thickness, please refer to trims placement directive
FOLDING METHOD FOR WOMEN - CREASE FOLD - PANT

- 1 Sheet “NON” logo tissue paper
- Polybag must fit the finished fold size
- One piece of garment per individual polybag (with ventilation holes)
- Folded with creased line center, top button closed and the zipper zipped up
- Adhesive tape should be clear - non-yellowing

* Remark: Polybag quality and thickness, please refer to trims placement directive
- Fold size: For knit_11” (W) x 12” (L) / For sweater_11” (W) X (L) - fold in half
- 1 sheet tissue paper
- No pins or clips
- Assure garment is center of package and embroidery is shown on face of folded shirt
- Each garment in an individual polybag

(1) Fold line  Fold line  Fold line

(2) Tissue paper  Fold line

(3) (Front view)
FOLDING METHOD FOR MEN - TABLE FOLD - S/S TOP

- Folding size: Knit_ 11” X 12”
- 1 sheet “NON” logo tissue paper
- No pins or clips
- One piece of garment per individual polybag (with ventilation holes)
- Envelope style polybag - No tape
- Assure garment is center of package and embroidery is shown on face folded shirt

* Remark: Polybag quality and thickness, please refer to trims placement directive
- Fold size: Sweater_ 11” X fold in half
- 1 Sheet tissue paper (placed at top of neck below shoulder)
- No pins or clips
- Assure garment is center of package and embroidery is shown on face of folded shirt
- Each garment in an individual poly bag

(1) Foldline

(2) Foldline

1 sheet tissue paper

(3) - For Polo Neck

(Back view)  (Front view)

(3) - For Crew Neck

(Back view)  (Front view)

(3) - For Vee Neck

(Back view)  (Front view)
FOLDING METHOD FOR MEN - TRI FOLD FOR PANTS

- No tissue paper
- No pins or clips
- Polybag must fit the finished fold size
- Adhesive tape should be clear adhesive tape - non-yellowing
- Each garment in an individual polybag

1. (Back view)
2. (Front view - left back panel)
3. Fold line
4. *2nd fold: just below the bottom of waistband
5. Polybag sealed with two clear adhesive tapes - non-yellowing

*1st fold: just above pocket center stitch line

Ref code: GHMF04
Old# MDF-002
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FOLDING METHOD FOR MEN - HALF FOLD - PANT

- No pins or clips
- Polybag must fit the finished fold size
- One piece of garment per individual polybag
- Adhesive tape should be clear - non-yellowing

*NOTE: the wearer’s left back panel will be the outside of folded pant

(1) Fold line

(2) (Right side)

(3) (Left side)

(4) Polybag sealed with two clear adhesive tapes - non-yellowing

1 sheet tissue paper (12” x 12”)

Fold line

Ref code: GHMF05
Old# MHF-003
- Polybag must fit the finished fold size
- Adhesive tape should be clear adhesive tape - non-yellowing
- Each garment in an individual polybag

*NOTE: the wearer’s left back panel will be the outside of folded shorts

Fold line

*Tissue paper must not be visible on packing

1 sheet tissue paper 
(12” x 12)

(Right side)

Polybag

(Right side)

Adhesive tape.
FOLDING METHOD & PACKING INSTRUCTION FOR WOMEN/MEN - TABLE FOLD - POLYFLEECE TOP

**Folding Method**
- Fold size: 1/2 zip & full zip – fully zipped up
- No pins, clips
- FOR COLORBLOCK STYLE ONLY
  - 1 sheet tissue paper (23” x 41”)
  - 1 sheet tissue paper (10” x 13”)
  - Silicone Gel

* NOTE : Size stickers that they are not add on Polar Fleece or any Nap Fabrics
** NOTE : The silicone gel (2 pcs) to be put in polybag for Garment with NO POCKET

**Packing Instruction**
- Individual polybag
- Each garment to be placed in an opposite direction

- Final packing, Add corrugated cardboard at top and Bottom

**Carton Details:**
- Double wall (2 layers of corrugated between 3 layers of kraft liner board)
- Resistant to water and humidity
- 370 LB / SQ inch (26 kg/cm) bursting strength
- All vendors must submit the carton measurement of all polar fleece styles which have hanger - flat pack for G-III approval before apply to bulk
- Top and Bottom NO protective cardboard
- No divider
- Do not use any rubber bands to wrap around the hanger tops together

**Silica Gel**
- Size : 2-1/4” (L) x 1-1/4” (W)
- Weight : 2 gm

**Visual sample of Silica Gel**
(Not actual size)